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Farmers raising dryland corn in the must balance having enough plants in the field to take 

advantage of unanticipated rainfall, but not so many that they place the field at a disadvantage 

in a dry year. Planting corn on these dryland areas is challenging since yields can range between 

below 50 bu. per acre to 150 bu. per acre. Historically, seed companies have treated these low 

yielding environments as an opportunity to market seed that is of lower quality or seed products 

that have reached their product life-cycle and are beginning a phase- out period. 

TESTING PROTOCOL
The foundation of this project is a set of strip trials comparing our portfolio to a key 

competitive product. Strip Trial Cooperators live in the target geography, plant corn 

on ground that is not irrigated, and have an interest in hybrid testing. All strip trials 

follow Rob-See-Co’s normal regular plot management guidelines. Ideally,  

each strip trial will consist of 10 to 12 Rob-See-Co entries plus the key competitor. 

These products are carefully selected by our Product Evaluation Leads. Most 

products tested are currently available for sale or for the next sales season.  

Rob-See-Co also tests a limited number of experimental products that show the 

desired characteristics that may adapt to these tough, dryland conditions.

PRE-SEASON SUPPORT & IN-SEASON OBSERVATIONS
Rob-See-Co Product Evaluation Leads will make field observations during three key 

growth timings: early season, mid-season, and prior to harvest. 

• The early season visit will be focused on emerged population, uniformity of 

emergence, seedling vigor, and an assessment of weed control

• The mid-season visit will be used to observe drought stress response, if drought 

conditions have affected the trial, plant and ear height, extent of tilling, and  

weed control

• The harvest visit will be used to collect traditional harvest observations, including 

harvest stand, barrenness/multiple ear development, stalk and root lodging, and 

ear retention

Other visits during the year by the Rob-See-Co DSR, and the cooperator, will also  

be used to capture and quantify yield limiting factors. 

OPTIONAL POPULATION DENSITY COMPARISON
The Dryland Ready Project will also test the effect plant populations can have 

on yield. Separate strip trial locations include a two-hybrid comparison of three 

seeding rates planted immediately adjacent to the strip trial. To generate a 

population response curve that can be used to identify the optimal seeding rate, 

populations are tested by a wide enough increment in seeds/acre to represent too 

few and, ideally, more than required seedings.

We believe that growers deserve corn 

products that have been tested for their 

worthiness under these difficult growing 

conditions. Over the last several years,  

Rob-See-Co has been conducting on-farm 

research specifically designed to help growers 

in these dryland environments choose the 

corn hybrids that will give them consistent 

products with good yield potential. We call 

it Dryland Ready. The focus geography for 

this special project stretches from the Rocky 

Mountains to approximately U.S. Hwy 83 in 

Nebraska, and includes the Western area from 

North Dakota south to Texas. 

At Rob-See-Co we see things differently!

WE UNDERSTAND  
THE DRYLAND 
MARKET
Although farmers in these 

Dryland regions are interested 

in yield, they also tell us that 

late harvest stalk quality, 

matching the correct 

population to the hybrid and 

ear retention are important. 

Most seed companies do  

not measure or record these 

corn characteristics grown 

under these conditions.  

At Rob-See-Co, we take the 

time to listen to what our 

customers are telling us  

and use our resources to  

help provide the answers  

they desire. 

HARVEST RESULTS 
If this approach makes sense  

and you would like more 

information about products 

that are selected for the 

Dryland Ready acres, contact 

your local Rob-See-Co Business 

Associate, contact Rob-See-Co 

at 1-800-855-1822 or email 

customerservice@robseeco.com. 


